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Define thc term "conditior$l probability"

Let,4, B and C be three events such that P(C) > 0. Prove that

i. P(A C): 1 - P(,41c) ,

ii. P(A r-r B)lCl =P(Ao)+P@IC)-Pl(AnB)cl .

X have a geonetric distribution with para.meter p.

i Prove that PIX < 
"] 

: 1 q", where n is a' pc;sitive integer and q: p - 1'

Hence deduce that PIX > n): {
Show that for aoy positive intege$ tn and n,

PIX > m+n I X > -l : PIX >,,1

is biased, so that thc probability of obtaining a head is 0 6 lf X is thc

er of tosses up to and including the first head. find the following:

x541,

x>51,



iii. the probability that more g tosses will be required to obtain a head given
that more tilan 5 tosses are required_

2. Define the term ,,Moment generating function,, of a random variable X.

(a) Show thai il X and y are independent rondom variables, then X + / has the
monent generating lunction,

Mx+v(t) = Mx(t) Mv(t),

where M; and My a.re momenr generating futctions of X and y, respect
and I is a real variabie.

(b) The probability derrsiNy function ol a Gamma distribution with parameters m
) is given by

I t-r--'e 'r' 
"I -T*; 'r ' 'tl

f x(.c) : I
I

[ 0 orhprwioe.
Let X and Y be independent random variables; X having the garnma distribu
with parameters m and ,\ and 1/ having the gamma distribution with r)
s and ). Show that X + y has the gamma distribution with parameters m +
and ,\.

(c) Show that the d2 distribution with n degrees of freedom has moment
function

Al\tt.- tl -2tt- 'z . ', ,. j
by using the result of (b).

(d) The random variable X follors the normal distribution with mean 0 and
1. Find the moment generating function of Xr.
Deduce that, rf Xr. X2,...,Xo are independeat randorn variables havlng
normal distdbution with mean 0 and \,aria"nce L theiU: Xl+X?+...+
has a 4.,2 distribution with n degrees of freedom.



(a) If X is a contimrous random variable with density function /x and g is nronoton-

ically increasing and differentiable function from R into 1R, show fhax Y : g(X)

hss thF dcnsiry lunution

Lrs' lxl.o ',u,1 
dn 

7e- ',11 
. lle lR

If thc probability density firnction oI a random va,riable X is given bv

( r" ir,r>ot t\ = I \1 t2r)"
"'- I o orDP'^\ iset

'where fr rs a constant. Find the plobability density lunction of the random variable

,, 2X
' - 1+2X
Let the random variables X and Y have the joirt probability delsity function

"fxr.(r, g,) :

XletU=X+YaodY=L+y.
Find the joint probability density function ol U and V.

Are U and y independeDt random variables?

e-'-s il r, g > O

0 otherwise

the random samples ftom the

. Find the ms-,(imum likelihood

the ra.odom samples ftom the

0<d<m.Showthat

normal distribution with

estimators of p and o2.

normal distribution with

X1, X2,.,,,Xo be

0 and variance o2

x1, X2,,,,,X" be

0 and va.riance 0,

L*:
n

estimator for d. Also show that, by the Clammer-Rao inequality,

202

n , where V(7) is variance of T.

mean and sample raniance of 6 observations from the fiIst populatiol

42 respectively and those of 10 observations from the oecond population

28 respectively. Colst'ruct the 90% confrdelce inteNal for the difierence

mean !- - !2.


